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Introduction
7-11 June saw Gafta, the IGC (International Grains Council), IGTC (International Grain Trade Coalition), and
AHDB (Agriculture and Horticulture Development Board) once again embark on a week-long series of activities for
London Grains Week; this year with a twist. With many travel and other restrictions still in place, each association’s
activities were adapted to a virtual/hybrid environment to ensure that the industry could still participate in this
important series of events. A huge thanks to Defra who supported London Grains Week this year.
Gafta hosted some major committee meetings during London
Grains Week. The International Contracts Committee (ICC)
considered key areas of development for Gafta contracts.
There is now a vacancy on this committee and Gafta will be
sending a circular advertising for a multi-national company representative.
Council met on 9 June to discuss Gafta’s progress and activities in 2021 so
far and the strategic direction for the future and the Arbitration Committee
took place on 10 June to explore key developments in Gafta Arbitration.
Following a week of strategic meetings, Gafta hosted a networking lunch,
enabling Gafta staff to catch up with our valued committee members who
were able to attend in-person.
Gafta also participated in other London Grains Week activities, and during
the IGC conference, Gafta was represented by Vijay Iyengar, Director at
Agrocorp International Pte Ltd, Singapore, on the IGTC Panel entitled
“Official Practices, Trade and Resilient Food Systems”. Following on from a
recorded presentation by Jaine Chisholm Caunt, Director General at Gafta,
Vijay gave an international perspective on the contribution of the
international grain trade to world food security during the pandemic, and
the importance of the global value chain in ensuring resilience of food
systems. He stressed the important role that stakeholders and government

IGTC panel ‘Official Practices, Trade and Resilient Food Systems’
alike played during the pandemic ensuring that food kept flowing and that
a global food crisis was averted. The shipping community also kept ships
moving despite crew change challenges in many regions. Looking at rice as
an example, despite some slowdowns, there were no major restrictions,
unlike in 2008, and commodities continued to flow. Governments’ policies
in accepting scanned copies of documents gave additional flexibility
during the lockdowns, so that trade could continue its role. With a growing
global population, the importance of free trade in agricultural commodities
highlighted the need to continue efforts to promote digitalisation of
processes, so that food can move more quickly and efficiently. The need for
all stakeholders to work together, and follow international standards,
presents one of the many opportunities to find collective solutions during
the UN Food Systems Summit and WTO Ministerial Conference in 2021.
Gafta also met with Mr Kachka of Ukraine’s Ministry of Economy to discuss
possible cooperation between Ukraine, the International Grains Council
and Gafta, as Ukraine becomes the next Chair of the International Grains
Council.

“It is important to deepen the dialogue between trade institutions,
such as the International Grains Council, Gafta, WTO, because
finding a balance in international trade is directly related to
ensuring global food security. We see more and more ties between
the business community of Ukraine and international trade
institutions and consider the development of this dialogue is key in
our trade policy,” Taras Kachka

Gafta Council meeting
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Day 2 (Tuesday) of London Grains Week opened with the IGC
Conference, which attracted more than 300 attendees. A total of
61 speakers over two days gave their points of view on the
strategic risks and the resilience of cereals, oilseeds, rice and
pulse sectors. There were also sessions on trade finance, global trade policy
issues, food systems and climate change. Ten side events highlighted the
dynamism of the grains sector; these covered the seed trade, the ePhyto
solution, the sustainability of food, the cultivation of carbon as well as
meteorological data and market forecasts.
Participants had the opportunity to interact with the Chairman of the
Agricultural Committee of the WTO negotiations as well as with the main
cereals trade associations during a special session organised by the IGTC.
Executive Director Arnaud Petit commented after the event:
Gafta networking lunch
“I wish to thank you all for attending the live Q&A sessions and for all your
questions to our expert speakers. Over 300 delegates from more than 60
countries attended the two-day event and enjoyed the networking opportunities.
I wish to thank our partners USSEC, US Grains Council, Bayer, IGTC,
Euronext, Arete and Aura Commodities for their continued support and
contributions.”
Make sure you put 7-8 June, 2022, in your calendar, to participate in an
in-person format of the IGC Grains conference in London.
The International Grain Trade Coalition Association
(IGTC) participated actively in London Grains
Week and worked to promote its role as a
federation of non-profit organisations formed to promote and facilitate the
performance of the supply chain for grains, oilseeds, pulses and derived
products. President Gary C. Martin led meetings on each day, as well as
making contributions to the 53rd Session of the International Grains
Council (IGC).

The Agriculture and Horticulture Development Board (AHDB)
is a key partner in London Grains Week. It delivers
transformational projects to drive productivity and boost
farming and supply chain business within the UK. Its aim is to help the
industry thrive in a rapidly changing world and to continue producing high
quality food, maintain the UK’s beautiful landscape and leave a legacy for
generations to come. To cover the whole supply chain AHDB works with
farmers, growers, packers, processors, vets and abattoirs. This helps to unify
the industry, bridge gaps in knowledge and encourage collaboration to
build a stronger future for everyone.

As International Grain Industry Sponsor of the IGC conference, IGTC held a
panel session on “Official practices, trade and resilient food systems” which
was especially relevant given recent estimations by the World Trade
Organisation (WTO) showing that “governance quality” and “trade policy
and regulatory differences” together make up roughly 25% of trade costs.
The following speakers contributed to the IGTC panel:
1. John Griffith, Executive Vice-President, CHS Global Grain &
Processing, CHS Hedging, and Chairman of the Board, North
American Export Grain Association (NAEGA)
2. Giorgio Dalla Bona, Vice-President COCERAL, and Chief Executive
Officer, Cereals Docks International
3. Vijay Iyengar, Chairman and Founder, Agrocorp International Pte
Ltd, Singapore
4. Andrew Goyder, Chairman of Grain Trade Australia (GTA)
5. Marcos Gomes de Amorim, Chairman of the External Contracts
Committee, Associação Nacional dos Exportadores Cereais of
Brazil (ANEC)
6. Gerald Masila, Executive Director, East Africa Grain Council (EAGC)
IGTC was also pleased to co-sponsor the session on the “Benefits and
Challenges of ePhyto in Africa”, with Katy Lee of the IGTC secretariat
helping to welcome esteemed speakers from the National Plant Protection
Organisations (NPPOs) of Kenya, Ghana and Uganda. During the session it
was highlighted that ePhyto is one of the only trade facilitation initiatives at
present that is attracting support from a large number of governments
(currently 90+ registered) across importers, exporters, all geographies and
developing and developed economies.
In addition, IGTC awarded two grain trade representatives with a Prix
d’Honneur pour Service volontaire to recognise their exceptional
contributions to the progress of the sector and the aims of the Coalition. At
an official ceremony the Prix d’Honneur was presented to two volunteers:
Krista Thomas, Vice President, Canada Grains Council (CGC) and Ing.
Ricardo Calderón López, Executive Director, Agricultural Product Providers
Association of Mexico (APPAMEX).
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Tribute to Dirk Kok, 1961-2021
IGTC, along with Gafta, the South African Cereals and Oilseeds Trade
Association (SACOTA) and the Animal Feed Manufacturers
Association (AFMA) have paid tribute to friend and colleague Dirk
Kok who sadly passed away on 29 May. Our deepest condolences go
to his wife, family, friends and colleagues.
Dirk was born in the heartland of the Overberg (winter grain
producing area) and started his career in the former Department of
Agriculture in the early 1980s. He joined one of the private sector
agri-businesses, North West Coop, in the late 1980s, after which he
joined the Grain Silo Industry
association (GSI) where he served with
distinction for more than 20 years. Dirk
joined the Animal Feed Manufacturers
Association (AFMA) in 2012 as
Manager: Operational Services, tending
to all AFMA trade and trade regulatory
matters. IGTC knew Dirk in his role at
SACOTA secretariat, as contracted by
AFMA from 2011. During this time
SACOTA was spearheaded by Dirk as
the Grain Regulatory Specialist and
supported by the Executive Director of
AFMA and the AFMA Office. Dirk
participated in all the IGTC’s policy
files and welcomed the IGTC
secretariat to Pretoria for the SACOTA
annual meeting in 2018. He was also a
valued contributor to Gaftaworld. Dirk
will be sincerely missed, not only for
his knowledge and expertise, but also
for the caring and respectful person he
was, with exceptional attributes.

Round off!

SAVE THE DATE!
London Grains Week 2022 6-10 June
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Instalment deliveries:
termination of a contract
if previous instalments
are not paid for
By Danil Hristich, Senior Associate, and Sergey
Platonov, Associate, Fortior Law S.A.
“Each consignment to be considered as a separate
contract” is a quite common provision that one can
find in clause 2 of Gafta proformas. The general rule
is that a failure to deliver or pay for one of the agreed
instalments does not affect the Buyers’ or Sellers’
duties in relation to pending or future consignments.
At first glance, the rule may seem to be simple and
straightforward, but is it so in practice?
With specific reference to Gafta 78, below we will explain the contractual
obligations relating to instalment deliveries and the right, or not, to
terminate a contract.

“… in applying the sub-section to a particular case, the main tests to be
considered are, first, the quantitative ratio which the breach bears to the
contract as a whole, and, secondly, the degree of probability that such a
breach will be repeated.”

Background
Our client was selling wheat on DAP terms. The first small instalments were
duly accepted and paid for by the Buyers. The Sellers then delivered several
big lots but this time the Buyers refused to pay and attempted to justify their
position with various reasons (errors in documents, set-off under another,
unrelated contract etc.).
The Sellers had a difficult choice to make: (i) either to refuse the
performance of further deliveries and to run the risk of being declared in
default in view of the “separate contract clause” with all that it implies, or
(ii) to deliver further cargo and risk increasing the amount of non-payment.
We advised our client not to perform. The Buyers consequently declared the
Sellers in default and the case went to Gafta arbitration.

Our case
The starting point was s. 31 of the Sale of Goods Act 1979 (SOGA), which
states:

Thus, the relevant test under s. 31(2) of SOGA is (although the case refers to
SOGA 1893, the wording of the clause remained the same):
• the proportion the failure bears to the whole contract;
and
• the likelihood of a failure recurring.
Turning to our case:
• the Buyers failed to pay for 56% of the goods that the Sellers delivered to
them under the Contract; and
• the Buyers seemed determined to withhold payments from the Sellers for
as long as the Sellers continued to refuse to accept the Buyers’ purported
set-off with the debt. In addition, the Sellers could not have reasonably
been expected to continue delivering goods to the same party that
refused to pay over 50% of the cargo it had already received under the
same contract.

“31. Instalment deliveries.
(2) Where there is a contract for the sale of goods to be delivered by stated
instalments, which are to be separately paid for, and the seller makes
defective deliveries in respect of one or more instalments, or the buyer
neglects or refuses to take delivery of or pay for one or more instalments, it
is a question in each case depending on the terms of the contract and the
circumstances of the case whether the breach of contract is a repudiation of
the whole contract or whether it is a severable breach giving rise to a claim
for compensation but not to a right to treat the whole contract as repudiated.”
The issue to be then considered is when exactly a buyer’s breach entitles the
innocent party to rescind the whole contract. The answer may be found in Maple
Flock Co Ltd v Universal Furniture Products (Wembley) Ltd [1934] 1 K.B. 148:

Findings
The Gafta first-tier tribunal found in favour of the Sellers. The matter then
went to the Board of Appeal. The Board confirmed that notwithstanding the
general rule under clause 2 of the Gafta 78 contract, the Sellers were right
in deciding not to make further deliveries.

Lessons learned
Many Gafta clauses appear to be simpler than they are, and therefore one
should always dig a bit deeper to reveal the true meaning of the particular
clause. In the case of the “separate contract clause” the Sellers or Buyers
may still refuse to pay or deliver in case they satisfy the Maple Flock test.
However, the test is strict and cases like these are rare examples.

Fortior Law held a webinar on ‘Instalment Deliveries’ for Gafta members on 22 April. Anna Golodova of Gafta’s Kyiv office also presented on the work
of Gafta’s Black Sea and Ukraine Trade Committees. This was the first of a series of webinars which are free for Gafta members.
Gafta member law firms are invited to sponsor a webinar and present on a topic of interest to the membership. Please contact Megan Smart at Gafta
for more information: MeganSmart@gafta.com
The views and opinions expressed in Gaftaworld are those of the individual authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of Gafta
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India’s dominance in rice exports,
freight market concerns and
Covid-19 impact influence rice
market outlook for H1 2021
By Sundar Ramakrishnan, Agrocorp International Pte Ltd
India has been actively present within global rice markets since March 2020
and has dominated the rice market in West Africa and China, Bangladesh
and Vietnam. All the tenders for Bangladesh were serviced from India as well
as government-to-government (G2G) sales except for two transactions:
Myanmar, 100,000 tonnes and Vietnam, 50,000 tonnes of the 1.5M-2.0M
tonnes that Bangladesh has demand for.
Recent events show Covid-19 infections spiralling
across India and that has certainly added more
turmoil to internal logistics compounded by a
volatile freight market, where container rates are
four times the levels seen during the same period
in 2020. This has culminated in container
shipping business coming to a standstill,
particularly for African destinations.

Bangladesh rice demand is steady, though
sufficient stocks have been received from tender
participants and G2G supplies. Despite erratic
supplies due to Covid-19 lockdowns, prices have
been stable due to competitive pricing. The
Ministry of Food has called for a tender in midJune 2021, and it will be interesting to see the
price discovery in that tender.

Within Asian destinations, there are container
freights that are similar to bulk vessel rates.
Container freight rates are expected to maintain
higher levels due to the imbalance in trade
routes, particularly within Asian destinations. We
have also seen bulk vessel freight rates increase
by 200% when compared to rates in 2019.

From late 2020 onwards, Nigeria opened its
borders and the flow of Indian-origin rice
towards West Africa began. However, this was
met with waiting times of nearly 30 days during
which the rice was left sitting idle in Indian ports.
Congestion at major ports in India has eased but
fresh Covid-19 lockdowns and safety measures
have hampered loading activities. This is
certainly a set-back as the second wave of the
virus has hit the nation hard.

Feed demand in China continues to be firm and
Indian broken rice prices are competitive to corn.
China continues to buy from India for 100%
broken/white rice with business done up to
August 2021.

In the first quarter of 2021 nearly 5M tonnes of
non-basmati rice were exported from India amid
the Covid crisis, which clearly reflects the
competitiveness in domestic pricing. Markets
have now absorbed the rise in freight rates as
well and this seems set to continue till 2021.

Myanmar
In Myanmar, rice supplies remain
weak due to the disturbances
resulting from the military coup
and fresh UN reports of rice
shortages to rural communities. Due to
the tense situation, vessel owners are reluctant to
send their vessels for loading and many container
lines have stopped accepting cargo for Myanmar.
This has resulted in a shortage of containers. A
weakening currency has meant that Myanmar
rice prices remain attractive, but this has been
offset by the rise in freight rates. The monsoon
season has also set in which would make bulk
vessel loading less viable. Myanmar seems to

have missed the season due to its unworkable
prices. The rice market in Myanmar is currently
supported by demand from China for broken whites
and Philippines for white rice. The G2G 100,000
tonnes shipment is underway to Bangladesh.

Vietnam
In Vietnam, the focus has shifted
to allocating acreage for fragrant
rice in view of rising demand from
Philippines and West Africa. It is
reported that 200,000 tonnes of Indian white
rice/brokens have been traded to Vietnam to fulfil
the demand for this following the acreage loss of
white rice to fragrant rice. In view of lower
demand levels, the summer crop will be under
pressure. Compared to last year, first quarter rice
exports from Vietnam are down by 10%.

Thailand
Finally, Thailand’s production
seems to have improved, which
comes after nearly two years of
drought faced by farmers. A
weakening of the Thai currency has also been
helpful in bringing the prices down. Fragrant rice
prices are similar to Vietnam but demand is
lower from Africa. Vietnam is however better
poised on bulk exports than containers when
compared to Thailand, due to demand from
Philippines and Africa. As a result, first quarter
exports are down in Thailand for 2021.
Unless the container situation improves and
buyers begin to accept higher freight rates,
Thailand’s exports will be limited. Thai rice prices
are gradually becoming competitive due to the
impending arrival of the second crop. Despite
this however, buyers are using prices in India as
a benchmark and as a result have not been
purchasing from Thailand. Overall, there has
been a 2% correction in Thai prices.

Sundar Ramakrishnan is a rice trader at Agrocorp International Pte Ltd, which is one of the world’s leading integrated agricultural commodity and food
solutions providers. Its specialised physical trading of commodities includes rice, wheat, pulses, sugar, oilseeds, cotton and edible nuts. The company has a
strong global footprint which includes processing facilities in Canada and Australia and procurement offices in all the leading production centres and
consumption markets globally. Sundar holds a Commerce Degree and also a Shipping Degree from the Institute of Chartered Ship Brokers in London (FICS).

MARKET UPDATE
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America the Beautiful to
conserve 30 percent of
lands and waters by 2030
By David Green, Executive Director, The U.S. Sustainability Alliance
Three-hundred-metre-high black clouds spiralling across the Great Plains of
the United States turning day to night, burying buildings, and blowing into
New York City. Such was the environmental disaster of the 1930s Dust Bowl
when more than 40 million hectares of farmland were ravaged through
drought, soil erosion and poor farming practices. An equally ravaged social
fabric meant farmer bankruptcies and community destitution.
In the first 100 days of his Presidency, President
Franklin D Roosevelt launched a programme in
1933 to conserve soil and educate farmers on
crop management. That programme to combat
the ravages of the Dust Bowl continues today,
providing financial and technical support to
improve, protect and conserve American
farmland and natural resources.
In the first 100 days of his Presidency, President
Joe Biden launched his vision on how to
continue to conserve and restore America’s
lands, waters and wildlife. The America the
Beautiful initiative outlines a voluntary
nationwide goal to conserve 30% of U.S. lands
and waters by 2030.
America The Beautiful spans climate, nature
restoration, improving recreational access and
boosting jobs. It also reflects what farmers have
been doing since the dark days of the 1930s seeking ways to continually improve their land
and how they farm – not simply to produce
more, but to do so in a way that is
environmentally, societally and economically
sustainable.
Developed by the Departments of the Interior,
Agriculture and Commerce, and the White
House Council on Environmental Quality, there
is much to appreciate in the report’s goal. Yet the

conservation efforts of
farmers, ranchers and
fishers are hardly new.
These producers have been
focused on stewardship of
the land for decades.
The report joins the raft of
some 20 federal laws and
policies governing land,
water and air use by
farmers, foresters and
fishermen. In addition,
numerous state laws
also mandate
conservation and
sustainability
requirements. These
laws and policies help
to frame and support
America's ongoing
improvements to
conservation and sustainability.
Underpinning the role of innovation, the report
states that: “Conservation efforts are more
successful and effective when rooted in the best
available science”. For those on the front line of
food production, little is likely to change. They
will continue to adapt to and adopt tried and
tested technologies to produce more from less.

There is a
misconception that
American agriculture
is large-scale,
industrial and intent
on squeezing ‘every
last production drop’
irrespective of the
consequences. The
reality is that the
average size of
America’s two million
farms is about 200
hectares and 98% are
family-owned and have
an almost sacred goal of
passing the land on to
the next generation in
better shape.
America the Beautiful is
based on a collaborative,
voluntary approach. That
is the American way.
Farmers will continue to make their own
decisions on how best they produce for the
marketplace taking all factors into account, not
least conservation. After all, those farming
families on nearly all of America's farms are
more than able to understand and appreciate the
very essence of sustainability better than anyone.

FAO members endorse report on Agroecological and other Innovative Approaches
On 4 June, the Committee on World Food Security
(CFS 48) endorsed the Policy Recommendations on
Agroecological and other Innovative Approaches
(AIA). The report recognises that there is no single
approach for achieving food security and nutrition,
and all food systems have the potential to contribute
further to sustainable agriculture. AIA are a set of
practices, technologies and/or methods that look beyond single
technological, social or institutional innovations and must contribute to
sustainable agriculture and food systems that enhance food security and
nutrition for current and future generations.
The text underlines the need to “promote science and evidence based
public mechanisms” to promote agroecological approaches, the
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recognition of global, regional and national markets in achieving
sustainable and resilient food systems and the need to optimise and
reduce dependency on chemicals to list a few of its recommendations.
The recommendations, which are voluntary and non-binding, aim to
provide guidance to governments and the private sector in strengthening
agroecological and other innovative approaches for sustainable agriculture
and food systems that enhance food security and nutrition, and the
progressive realisation of the right to adequate food in the context of
national food security.
Members are encouraged to support and promote these policy
recommendations at all levels.
http://www.fao.org/3/nf777en/nf777en.pdf

SUSTAINABILITY NEWS
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Gafta welcomes EU Commission study
on potential of new genomic techniques
and need for new regulatory approach
By June Arnold, Head of Policy, Gafta
Gafta members welcome the European Commission’s study on new genomic
techniques (NGTs), published on 29 April. There are many positive findings on the
benefits of these new techniques and how they can positively contribute to a more
sustainable food system in the EU, in line with the objectives of the European Green
Deal and the Farm to Fork Strategy. We agree with the findings that current legislation
is not fit for purpose for these innovative technologies and also that there is a need to
address this issue from a global perspective. Our hope is that policy developments will
create a more enabling and innovative environment for products produced in the EU,
as well as for imports and exports.

NGT products are becoming a reality in many
parts of the world. The challenge in relation to
different regulatory approaches, which would
likely lead to trade limitations and disruption,
was acknowledged in the report and we share
this view, along with concerns about the
challenges associated with detection when no
foreign genetic material is contained. Concerns
were also raised in the report on the coexistence
with organic and GM-free production, as well as
labelling issues.
For plants, there are 117 advanced applications
and 292 in the early R&D stage which indicates
the potential of NGTs in the medium term. There
are 15 plant applications at the pre-commercial
stage, including for maize, soybeans, rice and
potatoes, with traits such as herbicide resistance,
modified oil or starch composition and fungal
resistance, some of which have already been
developed using the older genomic techniques.
Both private and public/academic entities are
actively developing NGT products, with USA
and China leading the way, but Europe (mainly
Germany) and some developing countries are
also actively working on NGTs. RNA technology
in particular, following the success of Covid

vaccine research, offers new approaches for
achieving certain effects without changing the
heritable DNA sequence. The EU Joint Research
Centre reviewed scientific and technological
developments and identified two NGT plants,
both developed using site-directed nucleases,
currently being marketed: a high-oleic acid
soybean variety (TALENs) (see Gaftaworld,
September 2020) and a tomato variety fortified
with gamma-aminobutyric acid (CRISPR/Cas).
EU Ministers discussed the conclusions of the
Commission’s study at the Farm Council in May
and explored possible future policy actions. In
general, they agreed with the findings of the
study, notably the need to address legal
uncertainty and to adapt the existing legislation
to take into account scientific and technological
progress. They discussed the importance of
reflecting the latest scientific developments when
conducting risk assessments on new genomic
techniques, and also the need to raise awareness
and provide education on these issues. The EU
Commission plans to carry out further studies
with impact assessments on particular NGTs
(mutagenesis and cisgenesis) before reporting
back to the Council again.

In conclusion, the safety of these products
remains key, together with the need for a flexible
and proportionate level of risk assessment that
will provide adequate information for our
customers in the value chain. It is very early days
in the discussions, and there will be a
consultation with EU member states, Parliament
and the public to discuss a new legal framework.
We shall closely monitor developments.
"The study…concludes that New Genomic
Techniques can promote the sustainability of
agricultural production, in line with the
objectives of our Farm to Fork Strategy. With
the safety of consumers and the environment
as the guiding principle, now is the moment
to have an open dialogue with citizens,
Member States and the European Parliament
to jointly decide the way forward for the use
of these biotechnologies in the EU."
Stella Kyriakides, EU Commissioner for
Health and Food Safety.
The EU Commission study can be found here:
https://ec.europa.eu/food/plant/gmo/modern_b
iotech/new-genomic-techniques_en

Codex discussions on lead and cadmium MLs in quinoa
June Arnold represented Gafta at the most
recent meeting of the Codex Committee on
Contaminants in Food (CCCF14) on 3-7 May
2021. This included a discussion by countries
on whether there is a need to set maximum
levels (MLs) for cadmium and lead in quinoa,
and whether there is enough evidence to set
limits. Two options were proposed by the
Chair: to extend the current MLs for lead and
cadmium in cereals to quinoa, or, alternatively,
to set separate MLs for lead and cadmium in
quinoa. There were mixed views on whether
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MLs should be set, or whether specific MLs are
needed for quinoa. The lack of data available
was underlined, particularly on processed
products and cereal-based products, and the
need for more data on levels from both
consumption countries and producing
countries was pointed out. The importance of
setting limits for infants below the age of two
was also raised. In conclusion, the Chair
proposed further investigations and to delay the
setting of maximum levels. The Expert
Committee on Food Additives (JECFA) will carry

TRADE POLICY NEWS

out an evaluation of data received and submit a
report to CCCF17 to allow countries to take a
view based on sound science in three years’
time.
The Committee also decided to postpone for a
year discussion on setting MLs for fresh
culinary herbs (separate from those set for fresh
leafy, root and tuber vegetables) and dried
spices and culinary herbs to allow submission
of any new data on these products.

Science and the transformation of food systems
The UN Food Systems Pre-Summit will take place in Rome on 26-28 July. Gafta welcomes the focus on science and its
key role in achieving the goals of the Food Systems Summit (FSS), due to take place in September in New York. The FSS
Scientific Group is focusing on important science- and technology-based innovations and policies and institutional
innovations to catalyse and support food systems transformation to achieve the FSS goals, which are based on the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and SDG2 (zero hunger) in particular. It will also inform the Summit’s
recommended outcomes and clarify the level of ambition and commitments that emerge from the Summit process.
A statement issued recently by the Scientific
Group emphasises the importance of science and
innovation to accelerate the transformation to
more desirable food systems. Such innovations
cover the whole food value chain, including the
conservation and breeding of seeds and
production of other farm inputs, processors and
markets through to consumers. Bio-sciences,
digital innovation, engineering and social sciences
all have their part to play in meeting current
challenges, including climate change, which is the
“defining issue of our time.” The Group stresses
that investments in science- and technology-based
innovations must be accompanied by institutional
and policy innovations along with societal
dialogues to enable full inclusion of poor and
marginalised populations.
Food systems at the global level and in many
countries and regions currently fail to address
hunger or provide healthy diets, good nutrition
and food safety. Currently, 690 million people
are chronically malnourished, and 800 million
are overweight or obese; these numbers have
been high and/or growing for a number of years,
and Covid-19 has exacerbated the problem, with
a disproportionate impact on poor and foodinsecure populations. It is estimated that around
3 billion people worldwide cannot afford a
healthy diet. Science, innovation and
technologies are expected to play critical roles
among the measures to address these issues.
The Group recognises that science and scientific
advances face some challenges. These include
concerns that science is not being used, or not
being used sufficiently or effectively, to overcome

hunger, nutritional deficiencies, unhealthy diets
and obesity. Scientific advances can bypass or
exclude the needs of poor and vulnerable
populations. There is also concern about the
limitations of narrowly focused research not
capturing externalities, for instance
environmental effects of meat consumption and
food wastage. There are related concerns about
trade-offs between affordability and availability

compromised in order to address policy and
institutional opportunities and failures with
evidence-based insights,” the Group states; it
also notes that new technologies and insights
need to constantly earn the trust of society.
The statement calls on governments to review the
level of their science investments in agriculture
and food systems and allocate at least 1% of

“Gafta member access to the Science Council through the PSM has been a great
opportunity for the grain industry to highlight the importance of regulatory system
alignment and market access in enabling science and innovation in a global food
system. Food has got to move and ensuring innovations can also move will be
paramount in enabling progress towards the SDG goals and aspirations. We certainly
support a continued science to policy multi-stakeholder dialogue, and the private
sector will have further opportunity to engage with the Scientific Group to the UN FSS
during the Science Days which will take place in early July.”
Randal Giroux PhD, Chair of Gafta Global Trade Policy Committee and Vice
President, Cargill Incorporated
of healthy foods, while antimicrobial resistance is
another growing concern linked to food safety.
The Group calls for strengthening the science
and policy interface at local, national and
international levels with a strong international
and independent voice for science-informed and
evidence-based food systems policies. There
have been proposals for an Intergovernmental
Scientific Advisory Panel, aiming to strengthen
the contribution of science to policy making for
transformational food systems. “Science and
policy have a lot to gain from cooperation but
the independence of science must not be

their agricultural GDP to food systems science
and innovation, while also accelerating
investment in basic science that is becoming
more and more relevant for food systems.
It is not yet clear whether the FSS Scientific
Group will remain in place after the main
Summit in September, but Gafta welcomes the
development and output of the Group to date.
We shall continue to work with it through the
UN Private Sector Mechanism, stressing the
importance of international scientific
collaboration for the smooth flow of agricommodities worldwide.

You can follow the work of the Scientific Group on Twitter: @sc_fss2021 You can subscribe to the Group’s newsletter at its website: https://sc-fss2021.org/news/

Commercial approval for herbicide
resistant GM canola in Australia

ISAAA record MS11 as the 23rd canola
GM variety to be approved in Australia

The Office of the Gene Technology Regulator (OGTR) in Australia has issued a licence to BASF
Australia Ltd, authorising the commercial release of MS11 canola, genetically modified for
herbicide tolerance and a hybrid breeding system. The release is authorised throughout Australia,
and products derived from this GM canola may enter general commerce, including its use in
human food and animal feed. MS11 canola has already been approved for cultivation in Canada
and USA, and for food use in Canada, New Zealand, Philippines, South Korea, Taiwan and USA.
There is now a total of 140 GM crop events approved in Australia according to ISAAA.
More details on the Australian approval can be found here:
http://www.ogtr.gov.au/internet/ogtr/publishing.nsf/Content/dir175
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Key developments
in digital agri-trade

Alex Goulandris

A conversation with essDOCS, a provider of paperless global trade management
solutions, on the rapid digitalisation of agri-commodities trade, accelerated
by the coronavirus crisis yet set to permanently transform the way we work.
“The world is digitising at an unprecedented rate,
and shipping and trade finance are now catching
up with this global mega-trend” said Alex
Goulandris, Co-Founder of essDOCS, adding that
“according to the International Chamber of
Commerce, the Covid pandemic has accelerated
digital trade by 5-10 years.”
Today, the company operates an expansive digital
trade network spanning over 58,000 companies,
banks, logistics providers and 380 Chambers of
Commerce. Its solutions are used globally to
digitise warehoused commodities as well as
bulker, tanker, breakbulk, container, barge and
truck movements.
“Adoption and use of our two core digital
platforms, CargoDocs and essCert, has been
exponential in certain markets,” says Alex, adding
that “the trade community’s drive to digital trade
is increasingly catalysed by governmental activity,
such as legislative reform to remove digital trade
friction and recognise the validity of eDocs at the
local law level, as well as with critical digital
initiatives such as the IPPC ePhyto Hub.”
CargoDocs is a paperless global trade
management solution which digitises and
automates trade operations, finance, logistics,
compliance and visibility, while essCert digitises
certificates of origin plus other trade-related
documents issued by Chambers of Commerce or
other authorities.

Digital trade uptake is soaring
in certain areas
“Between January and April 2021, we saw a
639% increase in electronic CargoDocs bills of
lading compared to the same period last year. We
also saw a 45% increase in essCert electronic
certificates of origin, where many Chambers of
Commerce are now over 80% paperless.”

Digital trade finance
“On the trade finance side, we saw a 350%
increase in documents electronically presented to
banks. Bank branches using CargoDocs grew by
40%, and banks onboarded will soon exceed 50,
as another wave of banking groups enter the final
stages of go-live.” essDOCS also has a number of
partnerships which support digital trade finance,
allowing access to wider banking ecosystems.

Agri digital trade in focus
“There are currently over 100 agri houses using
CargoDocs in North and South America, Europe,
APAC and Australia. One key development in this
space was the launch and rollout of the BDT
(Barge Digital Transformation) platform,
spearheaded by the US National Grain and Feed
Association (NGFA), whose digital trade body
(NGFDS) partnered with essDOCS to provide a
solution digitising up to 100k negotiable barge
bills of lading transacted in movements within US
waterways annually.
This solution is now processing around 200 Barge
eBoLs daily, and that number will increase
significantly as we enter peak season. BDT is a
fantastic example of how industry stakeholders
can come together and focus on transitioning
their markets to digital trade, incrementally, but
then swiftly.”

Significant government and regulatory
support for digitalisation
Another key success in digital agri trade is the
IPPC ePhyto Hub, which has seen major
expansion in the past year. The Hub eradicates
the need for each national plant protection
organisation to build an interface to their 200 or
so counterparties, instead creating a central Hub.
Today, the platform connects over
90 countries, and as of end-March, was
processing around 90,000 ePhytos per month.
Alex went on to provide other key developments
illustrating the growing government support for
trade digitisation, including Singapore’s recent
enactment of the UNCITRAL Model Law on
Electronic Transferable Records (MLETR), which
effectively grants electronic BoLs the same legal
status as paper BoLs.
Abu Dhabi and
Bahrain had already
enacted MLETR and
several other countries
are in the process of
updating local
legislation. In India,
the country’s Ministry
of Shipping publicly
requested that its
authorities update
their processes and
regulations to enable

widespread eDocs use, both as a final step in
digitising import processes, but also to ensure
business resilience and remote working.
More recently, the G7 signed the G7 Digital &
Technology Ministerial Declaration, committing
to passing laws that grant electronic instruments
and documents the same legal validity as paper.

The future
Digital trade has seen explosive growth recently,
with new initiatives, solutions, startups and industry
consortia being announced at a phenomenal rate.
As this market matures, essDOCS expects to see a
number of failures, some pivots out of digital
trade, plus an acceleration of acquisitions. An
acceleration of partnerships and solution interoperability is also expected, which will be key to
delivering the promises of trade digitisation.
With regards to essDOCS itself, the company is
starting its rollout of CargoDocs Express. “Express
is a modular, app-based global trade management
solution digitising all key post-trade processes,”
said Alex. “It provides flexible options and packages
to pick-and-choose apps to support existing
solutions and provide enhanced capabilities.
Apps will range from Deal, which will digitise
post-trade confirmations and sales of goods
contracts, to Transport Management, Document
Management, including all export documents,
LOIs etc, Finance Management, Compliance
Management, including digital customs
clearance, and internal and chain visibility for
documents, payments, emissions and cargos.
Most importantly, it is interoperable with our
Classic solution, meaning existing users will not
need to migrate to benefit from these new Apps.”
CargoDocs Express dashboard

Find out more about essDOCS by visiting www.essdocs.com. Media contact: media@essdocs.com
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DMCC’s Agriota e-marketplace
connects Indian farmers to
Middle Eastern buyers
By Sanjeev Dutta, Executive Director - Commodities
and Financial Services, DMCC
Innovative blockchain trading and sourcing platform from Dubai-headquartered
commodity hub provides layered, single-window view into millions of
Indian farms, backed by neutrality, traceability and trust.

Traders and bulk buyers in the Middle East now have direct insight and
access to millions of remote Indian farms with Agriota, a revolutionary new
international online marketplace. Launched in 2020, the blockchain-based
trading platform combines the capabilities of big agricultural data with
digital analytics and financial assurance for the security of both parties.
Agriota works to empower farmers in the world’s second largest agricultural
source market with direct access to establishments across the food industry
in the Middle East’s commercial hub, including traders, wholesalers and
food processing companies. The platform centralises the purchase of cereals,
pulses, oilseeds, fruits, vegetables, spices and condiments.
Agriota has been jointly developed by the Dubai Multi-Commodities Centre
(DMCC), the world’s flagship Free Zone and Government of Dubai Authority
on commodities trade and enterprise, and CropData Technology, an Indian
company whose mission is to help marginal and small farmers.
Ahmed Bin Sulayem, Executive Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, DMCC,
said: “Harnessing the power of blockchain technologies within the commodity
space is a top priority for DMCC – as is creating a positive impact through
our operations and trading platforms. Launching Agriota is a prime example
of these priorities being put into practice. The UAE has a significant history
with India, and our agricultural commodities platform takes this symbiotic
relationship even further, benefitting the millions of farmers throughout India
whilst simultaneously providing greater food security for the UAE.”

Buyers are presented with a single-window dashboard offering transparent
insights about crops and valuations coupled with uninterrupted processing
of transactions. The platform builds on granular, reliable and up-to-date
agricultural data collected from each farm by technicians using drones to
capture detailed aerial maps and collect dynamic samples. Not only can
users consider the impact of different crop stressors, but they can scale out
for an aggregate look at farms within the same region, to build a
comprehensive and layered picture of upcoming agri-commodity deliveries.
For farmers, the Agriota platform serves as an international marketplace that
enables them to sidestep agents and intermediaries. By dealing with
overseas traders and wholesalers directly, farmers can maximise sales value
while customising supplies in response to market demand.
Consumers, in turn, benefit from the highest-quality farm-to-shelf products
at the best possible prices. For stakeholders across the value chain, Agriota
offers a compelling win-win proposition.
The platform has initially focused on connecting Indian farmers with trade
buyers in the UAE, one of the region’s most important trade relationships. In
2019, Indian agricultural and processed food exports were worth USD38
billion, with the Middle East serving as one of the country’s largest markets.
More information on Agriota and the DMCC’s commodity trading solutions
is available at dmcc.ae

Agriota builds on DMCC’s expertise in commodity trading. Following
increased demand from traders in regional and international markets, the
authority recently expanded its state-of-the-art DMCC Tea Centre and
DMCC Coffee Centre to facilitate trade connections in pepper, chillies and
spices. The development represents a trebling of output alongside increased
capacity and a range of new service offerings. DMCC also recently launched
the DMCC Cacao Centre to transform Dubai into an international trade hub
for cacao and associated products.

How Agriota serves farmers and the food industry alike
Agriota was conceptualised to bridge the trade gap between remote farmers
and agricultural bulk buyers around the world by delivering transparency
and end-to-end traceability through last-mile authentication and extension
infrastructure backed by blockchain reliability. As a neutral marketplace for
both parties, the user-friendly system is underpinned by a proprietary
banking structure with a multi-tier escrow model that guarantees secure
fund transactions.

Pulses for sale at the souq in Deira

Sanjeev Dutta is the Executive Director of Commodities and Financial Services at DMCC. He oversees DMCC’s commodities vertical, and directs the
development, implementation and regulation of the organisation’s financial products, platforms and services. He supports the general management,
strategic direction and growth initiatives of the organisation. Sanjeev devised and implemented the organisation’s Code of Corporate Governance, and
established its comprehensive risk management protocol. A Chartered Accountant by profession, Sanjeev has over two decades of multi-industry
expertise in auditing, financial controls, consulting, risk management, corporate governance and general management with both PwC and KPMG.
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Know Your Gafta Contracts
- Online
Gafta ran the Know Your Gafta Contracts online seminar on
5 and 7 May. The seminar was presented by Gafta’s DirectorGeneral Jaine Chisholm Caunt and quadruple awardwinning General Counsel Jonathan Waters.
Gafta is delighted that this seminar continues to be popular and
well-attended. The students who attend continue to find the
seminar engaging and informative, giving some great feedback:
“Thank you to all at Gafta for the informative content,
excellent delivery, and support information. The event
was beneficial and is certainly one to be recommended.
Easy to follow in a comfortable environment.
Congratulations to all the team.”
“Really enjoyed the 'Know Your Contracts' course
and found it very useful for my day-to-day role as a
commodity trader.”
As this edition of Gaftaworld is published, the latest Know
Your Gafta Contracts online seminar is taking place (14 and
17 June).
For information about future courses, visit our website,
https://www.gafta.com/Events.

London International
Dispute week –
“Emerging legal trends in the
trade and commodities sector”
Gafta’s General Counsel, Jonathan Waters, participated in
the London International Disputes Week by appearing on a
panel hosted by Clyde & Co on 10 May entitled: Emerging
legal trends in the Trade and Commodities sector. Jonathan
discussed force majeure, Gafta arbitration and other topics
of relevance to the trade.

Gafta news from
Singapore:
Welcome back Jade!
Jade Dyson, Director of Gafta’s Singapore
office, has recently returned from maternity
leave, and young Connor (born on 29 January
2021 in Australia) has already been to his first
Gafta meeting, one of a few squeezed in prior
to Singapore moving back to ‘Phase 2’ near
total lockdown restrictions, beginning on 16
May. Despite reverting back to the virtual
world we have all come to know so well,
Gafta Singapore is full steam ahead with 2021
and 2022 plans.
The South-East Asia (SEA) Regional Trade Committee has reconvened and Gafta is
working on several trade policy issues affecting trade in the SEA Pacific region.
Members are encouraged to reach out to jadedyson@gafta.com if they are
interested in joining the Regional Trade Committee. Gafta is committed to
providing training services despite regional lockdowns and is working to provide its
current in-house offerings at scheduled times appropriate to the region, as well as
partnering with local companies and law firms to offer region-specific content.
Gafta remains a sponsor of WOMAG in 2021; WOMAG is a volunteer-run industry
organisation working to accelerate the development of female leaders in the food
and agriculture ecosystem in SEA by providing opportunities for networking,
knowledge-building and professional development. Jade Dyson is in her third and
final year as President of the organisation. “2020 was a challenging year for
WOMAG in many ways, but for us the year also brought many opportunities,” Jade
told Gaftaworld. “We managed to grow our engagement to over 900 community
members through virtual events and trainings; launch our weekly Wednesday
morning speaker series; offer in-depth speaking training with key women; host two
annual events (‘Where are the Women?’ and ‘Meal with a Mission’) and launch our
mentorship programme. Throughout 2020 we completed a strategic planning
process for the organisation, which we hope will allow it to expand, reach new
members, engage more volunteers, form local partnerships and offer excellent
training and networking opportunities for our community. This process has enabled
us to keep the momentum going through the challenges of 2021 and beyond. We
have a dedicated team of both existing and new volunteers working for the
organisation who represent the resilience and adaptability of the wider agribusiness
industry.”
You can learn more about WOMAG by visiting: www.womagasia.com

Gafta is proud to have been shortlisted for the Best Membership Support During
Covid-19 in the Association Excellence Awards. Our response focussed heavily on
trade policy work, along with the Approved Registers and audit process, arbitration
administration and online training.

DECEMBER NETWORKING LUNCH
10 December 2021 I London

SAVE THE DATE!
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TRAINING AND EVENTS

Turning Complaints into Positivity
By Sarah Mann, Technical Manager (Approved Registers), Gafta
All three of the Gafta Standards associated with the Approved Registers have a
requirement to have a Complaints Procedure. In this article we explain what a
Complaints Procedure is, and how it can help your business improve.

Procedure is making it easy and clear how your customers should provide
feedback. This could be a statement on your website and correspondence,
or you may wish to invite feedback with a post-service feedback
form/survey.

What is a Complaint?
The word ‘complaint’ tends to imply
something negative, and perhaps
something that an organisation or
employee wouldn’t want to admit to
receiving. For this reason, ‘complaints’
often get overlooked unless they are
submitted formally – a letter for
example, or by an angry red-faced
customer shouting obscenity! By
recognising and defining what is meant
by a ‘complaint’ you could have fewer angry
red-faced customers!

COMPLTO
A
DEPT INTS

The next step is to properly log the complaint in your system and
acknowledge to the customer that you are acting because of their feedback.
You must also follow this up later to close the complaint with the customer,
perhaps outlining the action taken if appropriate. Remember that keeping a
customer happy is not about providing compensation or reimbursement – an
apology is often more valuable than compensation. Customers who feel they
are listened to feel valued.

What next?

‘Complaints’ need a re-brand – a complaint is a gift! By thinking of it more
in terms of ‘feedback’ which can be used constructively by the business to
make improvements, suddenly a raft of complaints doesn’t seem so bad!

Receiving Complaints

If you are happy
with our service
TELL OTHERS
If you are not
satisfied, please
TELL US

For every person who does sit
down to write that formal
complaint letter, there are other
customers who are unhappy but
never speak up. But dissatisfied
customers are more likely to tell
others about their experience than
happy customers, especially in this
digital age of social media. And
research shows that customers are
more likely to move to a
competitor due to poor service
rather than price. You need to
encourage your customers to
complain…… to provide feedback.
The first step in any Complaints

The true value of complaints, or feedback, is the analysis of the information
and how it helps to drive continuous improvement within the business. This
information should be used to identify internal actions to prevent further
complaints.
It may help to categorise feedback - e.g. Admin Errors, Service Delivery,
Personnel/Staff - to help highlight areas needing more support or, if we think
of ‘feedback’ also encompassing the positive, areas of best practice which
can be applied elsewhere in the business.
Within the Gafta Standards, it is a requirement that the Complaints
Procedure should identify trends and feedback into the Management Review
process. Not many people would feel comfortable having to present their
senior management with all the complaints their department has received!
So, turn it into a positive and concentrate on the corrective and preventative
improvements which have been made as a result of the feedback received…
.. this should score some kudos and ensure during the Gafta audit you
achieve a big tick for an excellent Complaints Procedure.
For more information about the Gafta Standards and Approved Registers,
please visit www.gafta.com/approved-registers

Changes to the Gafta Approved Registers
All members are advised that significant
changes have been made to the list of
companies on the Gafta Approved Registers as
a result of members still to comply with the
new requirements. Members should ensure they
check the Registers when appointing an Analyst
or Superintendent to ensure they are compliant
with the new requirements and are listed on the
Approved Register (as per the contractual terms).
The Approved Registers are exclusively
managed on the Gafta website. It is expected
that over the coming weeks, as more members
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achieve certification, the Approved Registers
will continue to be updated on a daily basis.
Users of Analyst or Superintendent services
should regularly check the current status of
their suppliers.
Gafta runs three Approved Registers for those
members who provide their services in support
of the trade of agricultural commodities and
animal feeding stuffs: Analysts, Superintendents
and Fumigators. It is a standard term in the
majority of Gafta contracts to use a company
from the appropriate Approved Register.

APPROVED REGISTERS

The Approved Registers now also clearly show
members who have applied for approval, and
those who are suspended.
In 2019, Gafta announced changes to the
requirements for the Approved Registers for
Analysts and Superintendents. The deadline for
compliance with these changes was 31 May
2021 and has now passed. Any queries relating
to these changes should be directed to:

ApprovedRegisters@gafta.com

New Fumigation Standard
– Audits have commenced!

Gafta Approved Members
Congratulations to our latest members who have achieved certification to the
Gafta Standards and are listed on the Gafta Approved Registers
Member

Gafta Standard

The new Fumigation Standard was published on 1 March
and audits have commenced for members renewing or
applying for certification in June.

BCRlabs – Bolsa de Comercio de
Greenlab

Analyst

More information can be found on the Gafta website:
www.gafta.com/fumigators where members can also
access a recording of the webinar “Gafta Standard for
Fumigation – What’s Changed” which was held on
22 April 2021 with over 80 delegates attending the
event live.

Brasil Ltda Santos

Analyst

Cotecna Servicios Ltda

Analyst

To further support members through the changes, a series
of online training Agribility modules are now available at
a discounted rate to members via the website:
www.gafta.com/short-courses. A new addition aimed at
Fumigators being audited to the latest version of the
Standard is “Conducting an Internal Audit”. Internal
audits are now a requirement of all three Gafta Standards.
Please also see page 12 for an article looking at
Complaints Procedures and Gaftaworld September 2020,
page 11, for an article on Internal Auditing by NSF
(available online at www.gafta.com/gaftaworld).

Fumigation Standard
– What’s Changed
Russian Language Webinar
Wednesday 30 June
10am EEST / Kiev
Please visit www.gafta.com/events
for more information and to sign up

Look for the Logo!

Gafta Approved members are able to use
the Gafta Approved Logo to demonstrate
their approval.
If you would like to receive the logo to use
on your website, email and promotional
materials, please send your details to
ApprovedRegisters@gafta.com

Rosario Asociacion Civil

Country

Analyst

Baltic Control Bulgaria

Analyst

SGS Polska SP Z.O.O.

Analyst

Bureau Veritas SRL

Analyst

SGS Spain

Analyst

General Survey Turkey

Analyst

Russell Marine Group - PNW

Analyst

BLS TRIO KFT

Fumigator

SEYMO

Fumigator

JSC Dionis

Fumigator

Fumicon Ukraine Ltd

Fumigator

SGS Canada

Fumigator

Oil Test Internacional de Argentina S.A

Superintendent

BV do Brasil

Superintendent

Control Quality Brazil

Superintendent

SGS do Brasil Ltda

Superintendent

Baltic Control Bulgaria Ltd

Superintendent

Intertek Agri Services (ITS) Canada Ltd

Superintendent

Eurofins Croatiakontrola

Superintendent

Sea Load Control Finland Oy Ltd

Superintendent

Bureau Verutas Hellas SMSA

Superintendent

Control Union Hungaria Kft

Superintendent

SGS Hungaria Kft

Superintendent

PT PCU Indondesia

Superintendent

Serkargas Hamilton JSC

Superintendent

SGS Malaysia

Superintendent

TopControl SRL

Superintendent

Inspectorate Services Peru S.A.C

Superintendent

Inspectorate Portugal S.A

Superintendent

Base Office SRL

Superintendent

Incolab Services Russia

Superintendent

Control Union Danube DOO

Superintendent

SGS South Africa (PTY) Ltd

Superintendent

Bureau Veritas Inspection Y Testing, SL

Superintendent

Aciter Control

Superintendent

SGS Societe Generale Surveillance SA

Superintendent

CIS Karkont Inspection Services Ltd

Superintendent

"Aciter Inspection" LLC

Superintendent

CISS Group Ukraine

Superintendent

Control Union Ukraine

Superintendent

General Survey Ukraine

Superintendent

LLC Navi Mar

Superintendent

LLP “GSP”

Superintendent

Aciter Control Ltd

Superintendent

To find a Gafta Approved Analyst, Fumigator or Superintendent visit
www.gafta.com/search-approved-registers

APPROVED REGISTERS
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China will have a bumper
wheat harvest in 2021
By Alan Ding, Director, Gafta Beijing Office
With sufficient inventory, adequate reserves and abundant supply, China's
wheat reserves can meet consumer demand for more than one year, an analyst
with the National Food and Strategic Reserves Administration said recently.
Wheat output accounts for 92% of all summer grain production, and a bumper
wheat harvest therefore signifies a bumper summer grain harvest.
Currently, wheat domestically produced in 2020
and imported wheat are all supplied to the
market, and market supply is fully guaranteed,
Wang Xiaohui, Chief Analyst at the China
National Grain and Oils Information Center, said.
Some farmers and traders still hold wheat from the
2020 harvest, which can fully meet the demand of
milling companies. Due to the large inventory of
wheat, some flour companies are even selling
wheat which they don't need, Wang said.
Production is also assured. The sown area of
winter-spring wheat this year has increased by
about 3 million mu (200,000 hectares) compared
to last year, ending four consecutive years of
acreage decline, according to Wang. "As long as
there is no prolonged rain before the winter-spring
wheat harvest, and no large-scale wheat scab, the
grain will have another bumper harvest this year,"
he said.

some concerns that strained diplomatic relations
with Australia, a main grain exporter, could affect
China's overall supply of wheat.
Wang predicted that China's wheat production
and prices are likely to increase this year, while he
hopes that all market entities will purchase grain
rationally, and that grain retailers will sell their
crops in a timely manner to jointly maintain
smooth operation of the wheat market. The wheat
harvest started at the beginning of June, and will
move from the south to northern areas during
this month.

The comments come as China's imports of
soybeans, corn and wheat, have all soared. From
January to March, China imported 6.727M tonnes
of corn, a more than fivefold increase from the
previous year, while quarterly wheat imports more
than doubled from a year earlier to reach 2.925M
tonnes, customs data showed. There have been

Gafta Ukrainian Regional Trade
Committee: successful lobbying results
By Anna Golodova, Director of Gafta Office, Kyiv
The year 2020 was a challenging one for the
whole world due to the Covid-19 pandemic, but
notwithstanding the circumstances the Ukrainian
Regional Trade Committee (URTC) has been
active all the way through. Following the URTC
meeting held on 4 December 2020, a letter
supporting the adoption of the legislation
decreasing the VAT rate from 20% to 14% was
sent to the Heads of Parliamentary and Taxation
Committees and positive results were reflected in
the corresponding legislation officially published
on 24 February 2021. This brought transparency
to the market, together with the possibility to
take a certain proportion of domestic sales of
grain out of the “shadow”.
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Following the URTC meeting held on 18
September 2020, a letter with the members’
position on establishing maximum residue levels
(MRLs) for chlorpyrifos and chlorpyrifos methyl
in agricultural products and food products was
sent to the President, Prime Minister and other
state authorities on 5 October 2020. The Ukraine
Ministry of Health on 29 March 2021 signed a
decree establishing MRLs for chlorpyrifos and
chlorpyrifos methyl in agricultural products and
food products of 0.01mg/kg (mg/l) in line with
EU legislation. The decree, which is expected to
enter into force on 1 January 2022, has been
welcomed by Gafta’s Ukraine members.

NEWS FROM GAFTA OFFICES

A new scab-resistant wheat
variety holds promise for
future production in China
China has developed a breakthrough
wheat variant, named Yangmai 33, with
high resistance to scab and powdery
mildew. Analysts said that the new variant
will help China achieve its goal of
increasing grain production by 2%, though
it has not yet been commercialised. In
recent years, wheat scab has been
prevalent in the middle and lower reaches
of the Yangtze River and the wheatproducing areas between the Yellow River
and Huaihe River, affecting an area of
6.67M hectares, according to reports from
the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural
Affairs. While in the past,
commercialisation of new crop varieties
has been very slow it is hoped the new
government policy to integrate production,
research, development and
commercialisation will help this variety to
be available to farmers in a shorter
timeframe than previously.

African opportunities; be
the hunter not the hunted!
By Duncan Keil, Head of Business Development,
ICAP Africa Direct
Africa is the cradle of humanity and the last big global growth opportunity.
Africa has a very special lure for us on many levels. Escaping into the
African bush takes us back to our origins and reconnects us with the earth
and nature. As with finding wildlife and the wild places, so it is getting
harder and harder to find investment yields and growth opportunities.
I remember my first safari experience so clearly.
Flying into Dar es Salam as newlyweds, pouring
rain, transferring to the ramshackle domestic
terminal where no-one seemed to know anything
about our flight. A tanned, young French pilot
wearing the obligatory Aviator sunglasses and
khaki shorts and shirt eventually found us and
showed us to a four-seater plane. He asked if we
knew the way to the camp and once aloft asked
me to take the controls while he viewed the map.
He assured me it was easy, stay level and head for
that hill on the horizon. I am not sure who was
more scared, me or my wife. The clouds parted
and the plains stretched out below us. We were
low enough to see game and after three hours we
had to buzz the landing strip to scare off some
zebra and giraffe before landing and sheltering
from the sun under the wing until Chris Fox, our
safari host and guide, arrived. “Do you want to
see some wild dogs or go back for a shower?” We
opted for the shower but fortunately he ignored
us, what did we know? We sat in the open land
rover under a baobab, with wild dogs all around
us. Later we found a leopard devouring its kill up
a tree and watched for ages. We did game walks
with Chris and an armed guide; the tracks and
spoor were analysed and stories told, it all came to
life. We saw more in five days than many people
ever see. We felt safe, we knew where to look
and how to react, we were very well looked after.
The whole experience was magical and why…
because we had a superb guide. Chris and his
trackers knew every inch of Ruaha and had a deep
understanding of and feeling for their surroundings.
They helped us get the very best out of the
experience and avoid the risks and inconveniences.
A real adventure with wonderful rewards!

recognising the risks and what to do about them.
Unless you have the time and patience to learn
the lessons the hard way it is sensible to choose
someone to help you safely navigate the business
environment too. Someone who knows the ropes,
understands the different cultures. African markets
are fragmented, particular and evolving fast.
Keeping up with developments and regulatory
changes is a challenge but also an opportunity.
Making good returns requires careful planning
and analysis as does safe-guarding the value of
your returns and making sure you can repatriate
them, when and how you want to. Risk mitigation
is an art rather than a science. It requires specialist
and local knowledge and can make the difference
between eating and being eaten.
The Covid pandemic has caused a severe USD
liquidity squeeze in most African nations and we
are working with numerous firms finding
alternatives ways of accessing liquidity and
repatriating funds for them. Having your money
trapped in-country is not simply annoying, it can
kill your business. The secondary investment
market is not yet developed in Africa but as in

2008 a liquidity squeeze will mean forced exits
and intrinsically sound opportunities available at
a discount to real value. The secondary market is
still fairly shallow but is attracting attention and
that will mean new investors and more liquidity.
The US is reaping the benefits of a comparatively
successful Covid vaccination programme. Positive
sentiments in US government bond markets are
likely to see the USD strengthen this year and
though commodity demand is also strong, the
inherent weakness of many African countries will
see their currencies come under further pressure.
Covid has stressed already fragile economies and
the recovery will be slow. There are significant
opportunities in spite of and because of this.
Digitisation has speeded up and digital products
will play a big role once they are better
understood and regulated. Access to market
intelligence will give decision-makers a competitive
edge. Real-time, reliable intelligence means
knowing when to strike and when to lay low.
Make sure you are the hunter, not the hunted!

Doing business in Africa can be a similar
experience. You would not dream of arriving from
abroad, driving into the bush and getting out for a
stroll and some game viewing on your own.
Identifying the right opportunities is key, as is
AFRICA DIRECT is a new division of ICAP AFRICA. A new member of Gafta, Africa Direct offers a comprehensive range of financial services to corporate clients and
institutional investors who are likely to be exposed to risk in African markets. Africa Direct will focus on financial risk analysis and risk management that is supported
by real-time financial market data and analysis. The new division will have its headquarters in Johannesburg and will be headed by financial analyst and manager,
Duncan Keil.
The new division’s services benefit from the core strengths of parent ICAP AFRICA - access to all major financial, energy and commodities asset classes. Their
brokers’ ability to match buyers’ and sellers’ objectives, facilitates best market prices and the market intelligence generated on the global broking desks gives clients
real-time, reliable and invaluable information, to make the best decisions.
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EU progress on Farm to Fork pesticide targets
The EU Commission has published (on 31 May)
its first report showing progress in meeting its
Farm to Fork targets for pesticides usage and risk
(discussed in Gaftaworld, February 2021 edition,
page 4). The two key targets under this strategy
are to reduce by 50% the use and risk of
chemical pesticides by 2030 and to reduce by
50% the use of more hazardous pesticides
by 2030.
The report shows there was an 8% reduction in
the use and risk of chemical pesticides in the EU
in 2018, and a further 5% reduction in 2019,
compared to the 2015-2017 baseline period. This
compares favourably to the 4% average annual
decline in the period from 2011 to 2016. There
was also a 12% reduction in the use of more

hazardous pesticides in 2019 compared to the
baseline period, marking the first significant
decline in their usage since 2011. The EU
Commission comments: “The use and risk of
chemical pesticides continues to decline. While
pesticide use can be affected by seasonal factors,
this is a positive step towards reducing the use
and risk of chemical pesticides by 50% under the
Farm to Fork strategy.” Sales data for some
individual member states are also provided, with
a striking 34% reduction, compared to the
baseline period, in use and risk of chemical
pesticides recorded for France.
https://ec.europa.eu/food/plants/pesticides/
sustainable-use-pesticides/farm-fork-targetsprogress_en

Glyphosate renewal
under discussion in EU
Glyphosate is one of the pesticide
substances that is causing a lot of debate
within the EU. The Glyphosate Renewal
Group (GRG) held a virtual policy dialogue
on 20 April with farmers, scientists and
environmentalists to discuss the ongoing
regulatory process for glyphosate and the
implications of eliminating it from the
farmers’ toolbox. The use of this substance
in reducing tillage and conserving soil was
stressed by Dr Emilio Gonzalez, SecretaryGeneral of the European Conservation
Agriculture Federation (ECAF).
https://www.glyphosate.eu/

Developments in fall
armyworm control

EU pesticide sales index (2015-17=100)
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EU agri-food chain organisations publish
open letter on future of crop protection tools
A group of 13 agri-food chain organisations, all
members of the Agri-Food Chain Round Table
on Plant Protection, published an open letter on
28 May on the future availability and use of
crop protection tools in the framework of the
EU Farm to Fork Strategy (F2F). While they
support the ambition of the F2F and
Biodiversity Strategies they call on the EU
Commission to carry out comprehensive impact
assessments of the various targets before taking
any political or regulatory decisions. They stress
the targets should be “science-based,
technically feasible and economically
sustainable”, consistent across the Green Deal
initiative and measurable. They comment on

the need for substantial investments in research,
innovation and in the development of new tools
throughout the agri-food chain to meet the
challenges raised by the targets of the F2F
Strategy. They mention possible impacts on
international trade, stating “it is in the EU’s
interest that other producing countries
interested in continuing their trade relations
with the EU also have the possibility to adapt to
these requirements without upsetting the
balance of international trade.”
http://www.coceral.com/info/%20press%20re
leases/joint%20open%20letter%20on%20pes
ticides%20and%20farm/english/1187970145/
1622455662.html

COCERAL, who estimates the F2F Strategy will lead to a reduction in EU grain and oilseed
production of 11-19%, is hosting an event to discuss its impact and practicability of
implementation on 23 June. For more information, go to:

https://www.coceralevents.com/
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While the FAO is making good progress in
Zambia and Malawi in its research on
agroecological solutions for controlling fall
armyworm (mainly through intercropping and
tillage management), the Queensland
Government of Australia has recently allowed the
emergency use of a biopesticide, in the form of a
naturally occurring caterpillar virus, to combat
this destructive pest. There are also reports of
progress in the USA on the use of RNA
interference technology for a number of pests
including fall armyworm. The cost of RNA has
declined dramatically following significant
medical research in this area in recent years,
and RNA-based pesticides may offer some of
the solutions to more sustainable pest control
in the future.
Fall armyworm is a
devastating maize pest
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CATEGORY A – TRADERS

ADROIT OVERSEAS
Singapore
T: +65 6224 2436
E: mukesh@adroitoverseas.com
www.adroitoverseas.com
Contact: Mr Mukesh Jain
ASTRA INTERNATIONAL
TRADING SA
Switzerland
T: +41 79 414 5623
E: joelle.besson@aitsa.ch
Contact: Mrs Joelle Besson
BAGADIYA BROTHERS
PRIVATE LIMITED
India
T: +91 94 2521 0004
E: omi@bagadiyabros.com
www.bagadiyabros.com
Contact: Mr Omi Bagadiya
DESA AGI LLC
United States
T: +1 786 315 4687
E: danielenrique@groupdesa.com
http://desaagi.com
Contact: Mr Daniel Sanchez
LLC "AGRO GOLD 2020"
Ukraine
T: +380 506 611 825
E: agrogold2020@ukr.net
Contact: Svitlana Marchenko
SALALAH MILLS
COMPANY
Oman
T: +968 9949 2115
E: aldhahab@salalah-mills.com
www.salalah-mills.com
Contact: Mr Ahmed Al Dhahab

Full contact details for all members are available on the Gafta website Members Directory
WILMAR RICELAND
TRADING PTE LTD
Singapore
T: +65 6216 0746
E: gerald.limjiekai@sg.
wilmar-intl.com
Contact: Mr Gerald Lim

CATEGORY E – INDIVIDUALS
ENG MAHMOUD
ABDELAZIZ
Egypt
E: mahmoud@afrivision-egypt.com

HANNAFORD
TURNER LLP
United Kingdom
T: +44 20 3693 9500
E: grace.asemota@htlegal.com
www.hannafordturner.com
Contact: Ms Grace Asemota

CATEGORY F – ANALYSTS
CATEGORY C –
SUPERINTENDENTS
CHINA CERTIFICATION
& INSPECTION GROUP
FUJIAN CO.,LTD.
China
T: +86 591 3830 1280
E: ccicfj@ccicfj.com
www.ccicfj.com
Contact: Mr Teng Diji

CITEC INSPECTION
& CERTIFICATION
Paraguay
T: +595 21 440 501
E: ramon.aquino@citecinspection.com.py
www.citec-inspection.com.py
Contact: Ing Ramon Aquino Ortega

JS MARINE SURVEYORS
AND ANALYSTS
India
T: +91 98 4854 8548
E: jmathan@gmail.com
Contact: Mr Jaidev Mathan

LANYA SQS
Sudan
T: +249 183 460 178
E: dooley.awadalla@lanyasqs.com
www.lanyasqs.com
Contact: Mr Awadalla Awadalla

FIDES CONTROL SERVICOS
DE INSPECOES LTDA
Brazil
T: +55 1332783204
E: salim.sfeir@fidescontrol.com
www.fidescontrol.com
Contact: Mr Salim Sfeir
LABOMAG
Morocco
T: +212 610 132 401
E: hakima.eddahabi@
bureauveritas.com
www.labomag.ma
Contact: Miss Hakima Eddahabi
OXIGEN ANALIZ
LABORATUVAR
HIZMETLERI TICARET LIMITED
ŞIRKETI
Turkey
T: +90 212 886 8505-06
E: serdaraksoy@
oxigenanaliz.com
www.oxigenanaliz.com
Contact: Mr Serdar Aksoy
CATEGORY G –
PROFESSIONAL FIRMS

CATEGORY J –
FUMIGATION OPERATORS
AXIVEN PEST CONTROL
- APOLIMANTIKI S.A.
Greece
T: +30 210 2027960
E: vaggelaki@axiven.com
www.axivenpestcontrol.com
Contact: Vicky Aggelaki

CATEGORY K –
GENERAL PRODUCE

LEGUMOLOGY LIMITED
United Kingdom
T: +44 1933 230500
E: milan@legumology.com
www.legumology.com
Contact: Mr Milan Shah

CATEGORY L – STUDENTS

MS FEI ZHENG
China
E: zhengfei67@163.com

CLUBUL FERMIERILOR
ROMANI PENTRU
AGRICULTURA PERFORMANTA
Romania
T: +40 749 777 711
E: cezar.gheorghe@cfro.ro
www.cfro.ro
Contact: Mr Iulian Gheorghe

ComRisk presentation by
Gafta’s General Counsel
Gafta’s General Counsel and quadruple award-winner
Jonathan Waters, presented online at ComRisk on 11 June
2021 entitled: The Post-Pandemic World: Impact on
Contractual Terms and Clauses in the Commodity Trading
World. The event was popular and well-attended with
over 4,000 attendees. “I was very delighted to be asked to
present at ComRisk once again, the topic was relevant to
what’s been happening in the world today.
The audience also made it interesting as they were engaged
and followed up with good questions.” said Jonathan.
Click the link below to watch the full presentation.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aTHbNspwmwo
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2021 CALENDAR
Seminars
30

June

Trade Foundation Course

Online
Russian language:
Gafta Standard for
Fumigation - what's changed

21-24

Sep

London

Social Events

Please note: All dates are subject to change, depending on the Covid-19
situation and government guidelines in each location.

21

Sep

Historic London
Networking Dinner

23

Sep

Thames River Cruise
London

For more information, please contact events@gafta.com

WTO sets up two dispute panels
The World Trade Organisation (WTO), on 28 May, granted two requests for
panels to examine trade disputes related to crop products. The first, at the
request of Australia, is to determine whether China's decision to impose antidumping and countervailing duties on imports of barley from Australia is
consistent with WTO rules. The second, at the request of Malaysia, is to examine
measures imposed by the EU and EU member states regarding palm oil and oil
palm crop-based biofuels from Malaysia.

New Zealand, Brazil and Ukraine reserved their rights to participate as third
parties in the proceedings.

Australia noted that China is imposing anti-dumping duties of 73.6% and
countervailing duties of 6.9% on Australian barley, and that consultations earlier
this year had failed to resolve the matter. China said it would vigorously defend
itself in the proceedings and was confident that the duty measures would be
found consistent with WTO requirements. Canada, the European Union, the
United States, India, Russia, Singapore, Norway, the United Kingdom, Japan,

Malaysia said that consultations with the EU had failed to resolve its dispute, which
relates to EU plans to phase out the use of palm oil for biofuels from 2023 (to
0% by 2030), so it was requesting a panel to examine the matter. The EU cites
high indirect land use change costs that raise the carbon footprint of palm in
relation to other vegetable oils, and said it was confident it would prevail in the
dispute proceedings. Malaysia is also pursuing action against France and Lithuania
for implementing their own palm oil bans ahead of the official targets set by the
EU Renewable Energy Directive. Thailand, Korea, Brazil, Russia, UK, USA, Singapore,
Guatemala, Australia, Colombia, Indonesia (which is pursuing a similar case
against the EU at the WTO), Japan, Norway, China, Ukraine, India, El Salvador
and Canada reserved their rights to participate as third parties in the proceedings.

Origins for EU imports of palm oil 1 July 2020 to 23 May 2021 (‘000 tonnes)

Main destinations for Australian barley shipments (Jul-Mar) (‘000 tonnes)
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India: Food inflation concerns lead to
removal of pulse import restrictions
India’s Ministry of Commerce and Industry, on 15 May, issued Notification
S.O. 1858 (E), which was officially published in the Gazette of India
(eGazette). The notification amends the import policy for certain pulses
(pigeon peas (Cajanus cajan), mung beans (Vigna radiata), and urad/black
gram lentil (Vigna mungo)), removing these products from the restricted list
and placing them on the free list. The notification authorises the unrestricted
import of consignments with bills of lading issued on or before 31 October
2021 and cleared by Indian Customs before 30 November 2021. The
measure removes quantitative import volume restrictions on these
commodities, which were imposed in 2018.
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Saudi Arabia has replaced China as principal barley
importer from Australia - but malting barley exports
have decreased due to loss of China as main market
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